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SF) – A San Francisco denture-maker opened a

rare competition for bright-eyed teens of all ages
to design a youth-friendly product that could be
one of the first products to reshape the way the
world thinks of dentures, reports CBS SF. “I just
really want to see that kids will be able to go to

school and not have their classmates look at them
and think, ‘What does that one kid have?’” said

Carlos Moya. As a dental technician and co-
founder of Moya Technologies, Moya’s a seasoned

dental professional who has also been a dental
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technician for 35 years. But he is also a former
teacher who sees himself as a role model for kids.

“If I can help a kid grow up with a smile and be
proud of themselves and that pride, I really want
to help them accomplish that,” said Moya. And

that’s why Moya developed “Ridgid”, a collapsible
dental tray made with a liquid dental resin that

allows a patient to practice the proper use of their
dentures by grabbing them in the middle and

being able to easily refold it back. The concept
was developed several years ago, but Moya

wanted to get it off the ground by putting it up for
competition in San Francisco’s Technology Start-
Up Challenge, which supports small companies

that provide new technology, solutions, and
services to the public. “It’s relatively simple, but
it’s also incredible how advanced it is,” said San
Francisco Chief Technology Officer Chris Sagers.

“If the first thing that happens when I need to
replace something in my house is, ‘Oh, I have to

call a contractor or go out to Home Depot and buy
a new one,’ that blows my day.” Created as a

national contest, the San Francisco event was a
finalist, but did not make the top
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Aeronautical engineering company Oerlikon is
offering a new solution that will reduce the price
of aircraft emissions certification, helping airlines

lower their operating costs, says its company
chief. “Mankind is facing a large challenge: The

continued growth in the global economy, based on
increasing populations and per-capita

consumption of goods, leads to more air transport
worldwide,” said Jorg Grass, chairman of the

board of Oerlikon, explaining a decision by the
manufacturer of gas flowmeters to invest in a new

product line for emissions certification. READ
MORE: Copter manufacturers ready to join FIT

Oerlikon’s current emissions certification products
are popular within airlines, used to certify

commercial aircraft for airport and environment
compliance. Oerlikon’s new line, however,
includes a new gas flowmeter as well as

integrated catalytic converters developed in
partnership with Linde AG, manufacturer of air

conditioning and refrigeration systems for the air
transport industry. “We are pleased to be able to
make this new solution available to our customers
and continue our long and successful tradition in
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the field of aircraft emissions certification,” said
Oerlikon’s Grass. The new catalytic converters are

designed for retrofitting to current airplane
engines, such as the Rolls-Royce Trent 900

engine. Catalytic converters help the air onboard
an aircraft to remain clear of noxious and

corrosive gases, removing potentially toxic
emissions. In particular, catalytic converters

convert flammable substances, such as aldehydes
and formaldehyde, to non-toxic substances. Last

summer, Oerlikon won the aircraft market of
another well-known manufacturer, the Leonardo
Aircraft Group, with a unique catalytic converter
designed to suit the company’s aircraft engines.

“We have been developing catalytic converters for
decades, but have never tried to sell them as a

complete solution. Companies working in the field,
such as Oerlikon, are more focused on optimizing
their products, whereas we are also focused on

the certification of our products,” said Leonardo’s
MD and group chief executive, Marco Carraro.

Carraro added that Leonardo’s cooperation with
Oerlikon came thanks to the latter’s long-standing

cooperation with the airline industry. “The
cooperation we have with Oerlikon is based on

their know-how e79caf774b
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